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Integrating Research and Education:
A conference for CFAO Graduate Students and Postdoctoral Researchers

Conference Evaluation Report: Executive Summary

Conference goals were 1) to engage participants in CfAO by building community,
developing student voice, and encouraging cross-disciplinary interactions among vision
scientists and astronomers; and 2) to foster the integration of research and education by
helping participants communicate research to non-technical audiences, develop inquiry
skills, and build connections with educational research.

Formative evaluation methodology included an informal needs assessment at the
beginning of the conference, ongoing observation and informal interviews with program
participants and presenters throughout the conference, and a post-conference survey.

Primary observations and interpretations are organized according to major activities.
1. Build infrastructure to support conference planning, implementation, and follow-up

•  Strong teamwork involved graduate students in planning, provided detailed web-
based information to participants, and engaged undergraduates as support staff.

•  The high workload demands of planning could be reduced with larger staff and a
stable budget.

2. Design the conference: assess needs; define goals; decide on date, location, and agenda
•  Evidence suggests effective design elements of location and conference topics

(participants knew little about CfAO, inquiry models, or research regarding
science education prior to coming).

•  Staff might consider designing an agenda with fewer issues treated in depth.
3. Recruit and orient presenters

•  Presenters were highly competent, modeling effective teaching practices and
providing leadership development opportunities.

•  It might be useful to recruit presenters from under-represented ethnic minority
groups and orient presenters regarding conference expectations.

4. Recruit and orient participants
•  Of 50 potential participants, 26 attended, a high participation rate.
•  The excellent mix of men and women could be enhanced with better mix of

people from varied ethnic groups.
5. Implement the agenda

•  Surveys from 23 participants indicated that about 80% of participants had positive
reactions: found it a good use of their time, met their personal expectations and
conference goals, would recommend to others.

•  Most highly-valued sessions included the Mauna Kea observatories tour, posters
for non-technical audiences, specific science education sessions.

6. Conference Follow-Up
•  Immediately useful outcomes included input to CfAO summer school and

COSMOS cluster, mini-grant proposals, and presentations at the Hawaii Science
Teachers  Conference May 7, 2001.

•  Ideas for further follow-up are documented.
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Center for Adaptive Optics
Integrating Research and Education:

A conference for CFAO Graduate Students and Postdoctoral Researchers
April 20-21, 2001, Kona, Hawaii

Conference Evaluation Report

Conference Goals:
•  Engage participants in CfAO: Build community, develop voice, encourage cross-

disciplinary interactions
•  Foster the integration of research and education: Communicate research to non-

technical audiences, develop inquiry skills, build connections with educational
research

Conference Theory of Action:
•  Focus on graduate students without advisors to promote student-to-student

interaction; to develop future leaders in science and practice; to obtain student
input into CfAO programming

•  Chose Hawaii as location in response to students  suggestion that Mauna Kea
observatories were useful locations for building relationships across vision
science and astronomy

•  Focus in integration of research and education due to strong demand from NSF
and from science industry to enhance science education in the US, with focus both
on science content and team work skills

•  Focus on communicating science to non-technical audience so that decision-
makers can understand basic scientific processes and implications for policy
making, including funding

•  Cross-disciplinary focus to support NSF and CfAO interest in seeing sparks fly
across vision science and astronomy

•  Ongoing evaluation of the conference by participants and outside observer to
improve the conference in the short-term, as well as improve future programming
efforts

Formative Evaluation Methodology:
•  Graffiti Needs Assessment exercise completed by participants at the beginning of

the conference (Appendix A)
•  Ongoing observation and informal interviews with program participants and

presenters throughout the conference
•  Post-conference survey completed by 23 of 26 participants (88% response rate;

see Appendix B)
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Observations and Interpretations

My observations and interpretations of those observations are organized according to the
major activities involved in designing and implementing the conference.

1. Build infrastructure to support conference planning, implementation, and follow-up

The teamwork involved with planning this first CfAO conference worked beautifully.
Lisa s involvement of graduate students on the planning team was useful in focusing
goals and location. Nayhieli s organization and attention to detail, with web-based
information for participants, did a great job of preparing participants for the logistics of
the trip. The undergraduate support team was a win-win situation, with CfAO benefiting
from the labor and insights of the undergraduates, and undergraduates gaining a
remarkable opportunity for learning.

However this inaugural conference, with so many systems to be developed and details to
be taken care of, required a Herculean effort on the part of the planning team, particularly
because of the timing, which overlapped with proposal review. On a one-time basis,
teams can rise to the occasion required in this context. But there should not be a next
time. I believe more staff members are needed to reduce the burn-out potential of the
workload and to ensure consistency in approach and relationships needed to implement
this program with excellence on a continuing basis. Furthermore, I support Morris
Aizenman s perception that this CfAO education strategy should not have to compete
with other education proposals for funding. If CfAO considers this a useful activity, it
should fund the program outright.

2. Design the conference: assess needs; define goals; decide on date, location, and
agenda

Overall, conference design seems to have been very good. Responses to the Graffiti
Needs Assessment (Appendix A) indicated that at the beginning of the conference
participants were excited to be in Hawaii, looking forward to the team-building
opportunities, and came to the conference knowing little about inquiry models of science
education or research regarding science education. At the conclusion of the conference,
survey responses of 23 participants  global perceptions of the conference were quite
positive (Appendix B). About 80% of participants had positive reactions to the
conference: found it to be a good use of their time, met their personal expectations as
well as the goals of the conference, and they would recommend it to others.

The choice of location was particularly important in engaging students  interests. During
breaks, students commented that the conference location was very relevant to their choice
to attend the conference, and that the opportunity to see the telescopes was very
motivating. Beginning the conference with Doug Knight s discussion of the relationship
between Hawaiian traditional culture and technology was an excellent choice, connecting
with several CfAO and NSF goals related to tying science education with industry and to
engaging under-represented minorities in science.
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My primary recommendation for change in this activity is to simplify the agenda, giving
more time to fewer topics and/or presenters. This would allow for more in-depth analysis
of each topic and for more free time for the participants. Although participants were very
attentive throughout the conference, by the last day, they seemed very tired. The agenda
was revised during the conference, in response to participant feedback that they would
like to have some time to explore their environment. By doing so, the Inquiry workshop
was shortened, which resulted in losing the time to have participants apply the inquiry
concepts to develop their own teaching exercises.

3. Recruit and orient presenters

All the presenters at this conference were highly competent and made important and
valuable contributions. (I will describe some of these details under activity 5, below.) The
choice of presenters also provided opportunities for leadership development. For
example, using Lisa as a facilitator in the Inquiry Models segment, gave her an
opportunity for mentoring by such skilled facilitators as Doris and Barry. Engaging a
graduate student to present an overview of vision science provided that student with an
excellent capacity-building and networking opportunity.

As Marshall McLuhan said, The medium is the message.  Therefore, I was especially
impressed by the manner in which presenters consistently used analogies and metaphors,
modeling effective teaching practice. Presentations by Noah Finkelstein and by the Doris
Ash and Barry Kluger-Bell involved participants in active learning. On the other hand, all
presenters were of anglo background; and to model one of CfAO s goals for science
education, it would be useful to recruit presenters from under-represented groups as well.

One last concern has to do with orienting presenters. I noticed two group dynamics that I
think will not ultimately serve CfAO well. Both are quite natural, and happen in most
groups. For that reason, orienting presenters to the possibility and the need to stay in-
role  might be useful. On the one hand, I saw higher-status individuals using more time
in group discussions than lower-status individuals. Facilitators intervened in this;
however the need for intervention might be reduced if presenters were oriented before the
conference on the need to listen to students and monitor their use of discussion time. In
addition, there is a natural tendency for graduate students to adopt an us/them attitude
toward their advisors. At the conference, this emerged as students discussed their belief
that their advisors need to hear the concepts presented in order for them to value
education and research about science education. At times, presenters made comments of
an anti-faculty nature, which might be seen as taking sides. I don t think it is useful for
CfAO to be seen as creating a wedge between students and their faculty advisors.

4. Recruit and orient participants

Of 50 potential graduate student and postdoctoral fellows, 26 attended the conference, an
excellent participation rate for the first conference. Based on conversations I observed,
participants were not always clear how they got on the list,  which raises the question of
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how students become CfAO members, and how faculty advisors chose to support their
students in attending the conference. The role of CfAO membership could probably
benefit from some definition: how does a student become a member, what are the rights
and responsibilities of that membership, what is the label for graduate
student/postdoctoral members, is there a possibility of alumni status with an opportunity
to attend CfAO events after active membership is completed.

I also observed that although there was an excellent mix of men and women among the
participants, the only participants that I could identify as under-represented ethnic
minority members were among the undergraduate support team. I wonder if the
population of 50 potential participants is more diverse. If not, that certainly supports the
CfAO education goal to reach out to ethnic minority members.

5. Implement the agenda

As responses to the post-conference survey in Appendix B indicate, participants
reactions to the various conference sessions and experiences were, overall, quite positive,
with some variation among participants, and some variation across conference offerings.
My comments below reflect both my observations and survey responses.

Conference introduction (Wednesday)

The Graffiti Needs Assessment exercise worked fairly well to get some initial
information about participants  attitudes and knowledge as they began the conference,
information that was referred to later on as presenters joined the group (Appendix A).
The exercise might have worked better to get participants talking with each other with a
think-pair-share process, describing the rationale for the exercise and inviting
conversation with the participants about how the exercise might be used in teaching
science. A variation of this exercise might be useful for the next conference, particularly
if a think-pair-share format is used to help last year s conference participants orient new
participants (what did you learn at the last conference; how have you used your
experience) and to help individualize goals for the conference (what specifically would
you like to obtain from this conference, given the goals, agenda, and participants).

Technology in Hawaiian Culture, Doug Knight (Thursday)

A fascinating description of the connections between technology and Hawaiian culture,
the only draw-back here I believe was the delay in start. Follow-up interviews and/or
surveys might ask participants how they viewed this information. I see many
opportunities for follow-up, both in Hawaii and in other sites, to connect the local social,
business, and education community with scientists. However I would like to understand
how participants view these opportunities.
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Tour of Mauna Kea Observatories (Thursday)

One of the highest-rated activities by participants, this tour provided concrete information
about how astronomers collect data, and provided networking opportunities as
participants overcame the exigencies of altitude sickness together. Tour guides did a great
job of preparing us for the upward trek, helping to shepherd us safely through the
observatories. Several participants told me that this tour was the primary reason they
attended the conference.

Presentations re CfAO, CfAO s Education and Human Resources, and NSF s Focus on
Integrating Research and Education, Chris Le Maistre, Lisa Hunter, and Morris
Aizenman (Friday)

These presenters did a good job of informing students of the mission, values, and
processes of the CfAO and its research and education program. Because the survey did
not break out these sessions from other Friday sessions, it is difficult to know precisely
what participants thought of the ideas presented. However I observed people paying
fairly close attention. My major recommendation for change here is that these
presentations might benefit from giving participants a chance to talk about their thoughts
about the ideas presented. For example, what do participants think about the issue of
needing to increase underrepresented minority students  participation in the sciences?
One young man told me that he doesn t believe the statistics, that he is the only white
male in his graduate program. A minor point: overheads often had too many lines per
page and too many words per line.

Physics Education Research, Noah Finkelstein (Friday)
In only one hour, Noah did a remarkable job of describing some physics education
research and resources for finding more research. I was particularly impressed that he
practiced what he preached in terms of student involvement, engaging participants in
several exemplary exercises that make physics more accessible for students. With such a
short amount of time, it would have been very easy to just talk the whole time. In
addition, Noah modeled informal needs assessment approaches, asking participants about
their teaching experience, learning that most had taught in college (without formal
training in how to do so), and a few had worked with high school students. Noah was
very effective in his use of humor and metaphors, and I heard a number of students
express interest in following up after the conference with a mini-grant proposal to work
with him in physics education at UCSD.

Science Presentations: Adaptive Optics and Vision (Heidi Hofer) and First Results from
Galactic Center Gemini Demonstration Science Data Set (Francois Rigaut) (Friday)

Again, we did not ask participants to rate these sessions separate from other Friday
sessions. Participants were very attentive, particularly through the first 30 minutes of the
sessions. I had the perception that the most interested participants were those who were
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closest to the science being described (students who had used Gemini data set, etc.). I
wonder if a useful next step would be to design science talks that explicitly highlight
connections between adaptive optics and astronomy. When science talks are given in the
future, it might also be useful to ask presenters to use some of the science education
strategies being taught by Noah (predicting, concept tests, etc.), and to talk through their
decisions about what to include and how to present as Doris modeled.

Technical Science Posters (Friday)

One of the sessions with lower ratings, I will be curious in follow-up interviews to learn
if the science posters gave participants an opportunity to discern potential collaboration
linkages between vision science and astronomy. In open-ended survey comments, two
participants indicated an interest in obtaining formal feedback from these posters. I agree
that if the session were to be repeated, more should be done with providing feedback and
an opportunity to talk as a group about potential collaborations that emerged from seeing
this science.

Brainstorm re How CfAO can Support Graduate Students and Post-Graduates (Friday)

At the end of a long day, participants must have been highly motivated to return from
their dinner to the conference room to contribute to this discussion! A content analysis of
the participant groups  recommendations is detailed in Appendix C. In general, students
wanted help with managing their relationships with faculty (helping advisors see the
importance of research/education linkages) and other students (continuing networking
opportunities through conferences and the web) and with developing skills (summer
school focus on science education, teleconference courses, and web-based teaching
resources). I had the impression that students were very pleased to have been asked these
questions, so the CfAO has raised their expectations about the importance of the students
voice in CfAO program planning.

Science Community Posters (Saturday)

This session was clearly valuable to participants, yielding a 4.65 rating on the survey s 5-
point scale. I believe that this task is different enough from other science student
performance opportunities  that there was a great deal to be learned from developing the
posters and from displaying them. It was a stroke of genius to invite local science
teachers and to ask them to provide feedback at the debriefing session. That laid the
ground work for two of the participants to return to Hawaii to present their community
posters at a local science education fair. My one recommendation for change in this
session relates to feedback about the posters. I believe we missed an opportunity by not
formally providing more formal feedback to the individual participants. I understand the
concerns about promoting competition by giving only one prize, however the students
were expecting such a competition, and I believe that the posters could have been judged
with reliability. I imagine that judges should have been given more time in order to feel
that their judgments were being made objectively and fairly.
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Inquiry Models of Science Education, Doris Ash and Barry Kluger-Bell (Saturday and
Sunday)

In only a day and a half, Doris and Barry provided a masterful overview and experience
with inquiry-based science education. As an interdisciplinary team, they were a terrific
model for the effectiveness of educators and scientists collaborating in science education.
Doris provided an ongoing commentary about their work, thinking out loud to make
explicit the choices the team made in designing and implementing their workshop,
modeling the teachers  role in supporting metacognition of students. Her remarkable
group facilitation skills were evident in discussions of science education readings and in
pre- and post-exercise orientations and debriefings. She modeled listening to students as
she responded to feedback that the science education readings were filled with jargon.
She modeled focusing students  attention as she moved from group to group in the
Three Kinds of Inquiry  exercise, visually and verbally reminding the groups of the
goals of the exercise, helping students show off their work to others. Barry brought his
considerable creativity and science expertise to helping students connect physics with the
exercises. For example, he pulled a straw from his bag of tricks  and gave it to a group
of students to augment their foam experiment. He did a nice job of balancing the
facilitator/expert dialectic. For example, provided the phrase What are you thinking
about X,  to replace the question more commonly used with students, What s the reality
of X.

As survey responses to the various elements of the workshop indicate, some were highly
valued ( 3 kinds of Inquiry  exercise, How People Learn  and Design  discussions),
others less so ( Flying Fish  Inquiry exercise and light and color slide show). I found
myself coming back to one of Barry s early comments on Sunday: how to get unstuck
when you notice yourself being stuck. I think a major point of learning with this
workshop has to do with how to deal with resistance to the work, which in this case was
partially because the Sunday exercise was neither astronomy nor vision science. How do
we deal with folks who don t buy  the rationale for an educational experience? How do
we help concrete thinkers who don t abstract well for themselves? How do we support
the social isolates in connecting with the educational materials and fellow students? It s
also clear that we needed more time to finish this workshop off with concrete ideas for
follow-through with participants  own teaching. In responding to participants  desire for
more free time, we short-changed the learning from this experience. Again, a conference
with fewer topics would probably be useful.

6. Conference Follow-Up

There were several immediately useful outcomes from the conference. Several
participants donated their non-technical posters to hang in the CfAO offices. Two
participants presented their non-technical posters at a meeting of the Hawaii Science
Teachers  Conference May 7, 2001. Two participant representatives worked with the
CfAO Executive Committee to influence the agenda for the 2001 CfAO Summer School,
to reflect some of the principles discussed at the conference. Several participants intended
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to write mini-grant proposals to support their further learning of the science education
presenters  approaches. Several participants used conference information to support
planning for the CfAO cluster of COSMOS, a 4-week residential program for gifted
science and math students at the University of California Santa Cruz.

Many additional ideas for follow-up emerged from participant comments and
conversations. A listing of these is found in Appendix D. As part of the evaluation, I will
conduct interviews to document how participants actually do use knowledge and
connections made at the conference.
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Appendix A

Agenda

ffff

Integrating Research and Education

A Conference for Graduate Students and Postdoctoral Researchers of the

Center for Adaptive Optics

April 18 —23, 2001
Kona, Hawaii

ffff

The Center for Adaptive Optics is a
National Science Foundation
Science and Technology Center

Managed by the University of California at Santa Cruz
Supported under cooperative agreement No. AST-987683
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 DAY 1: Wednesday, April 18

5:00 — 6:30 pm
Welcome, introductions: Lisa Hunter
Overview of Education and Human Resources at the CfAO: Lisa Hunter

6:30 pm - Banquet

DAY 2: Thursday, April 19

Tours of Mauna Kea Observatories

9:00 — 10:00 am
Technology in Hawaiian Culture,  Doug Knight

10:00 am
Tour buses depart lobby

10:00 am — 6:00 pm
Trip to the summit of Mauna Kea

Tour of Keck Observatory, Jim Beletic
Tour of Gemini Observatory, Peter Michaud

Note: The summit of Mauna Kea is at nearly 14,000-feet altitude. Bring warm clothes:
temperatures on the summit can fall to 20 (F) ( -4 (C)) within a matter of hours. We will
be on the summit for several hours and nothing is heated the interior of the domes is
typically 32 degrees C. Bring a water bottle: The summit of Mauna Kea is very dry -
humidity levels can fall to five percent or less. It is imperative that you drink water, juice
or a Gatorade-type fluid at the summit to avoid dehydration. Other things to bring:
closed-toed shoes (a must), sunscreen, and sunglasses.

We will stop at the Hale Pohaku basecamp (~9,000 feet) to acclimate and have lunch.

6:00 pm
Tour buses return to Keauhou

6:30 pm
Dinner
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DAY 3: Friday, April 20

8:00 am — 8:30 am
Overview of the CfAO: Chris Le Maistre

8:30 am — 9:00 am
CfAO Education & Human Resources: Lisa Hunter

9:00 am — 9:45 am
Adaptive Optics and Vision: Heidi Hofer

9:45 am — 10:00 am 
Break

10:00 am — 11:00
Where are we failing and why?˚ Implications of Physics Education Research for
teaching undergraduate and pre-college students.  Noah Finkelstein.

A beginning look at the way we teach physics, how well we are doing at educating
students in physics, and some of the research-based efforts that have attempted to
improve physics education in the United States. This program will serve as introduction
both to the inquiry-based education sessions on Saturday and to the field of physics
education research more broadly.

11:00 pm — 12:00
Integrating Research and Education: Changes and Challenges
Morris Aizenman, Senior Science Associate, Directorate for Mathematical and Physical
Sciences, National Science Foundation

12:00 — 1:00PM Lunch: Dining Room

1:00 pm — 3:00
Free time

3:00 — 4:00pm
First Results from the Galactic Center Gemini Demonstration Science Data Set
Francois Rigaut, Gemini Observatory.
Some of the first science results from the galactic center Gemini data set will be
presented. Data reduction issues associated with AO shortcomings will be discussed.
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DAY 3: Friday, April 20

4:00 pm — 7:00 pm Technical Posters

4:00 — 4:30 Posters (Odd numbered: 1, 3, ) Promo Minute
Presenters will have one minute and one visual aid

(viewgraph or other) to promote their poster.

4:30 — 5:30 Posters Presentations (Odd numbered)

5:30 — 6:00 Posters (Even numbered: 2, 4, ) Promo Minute
Presenters will have one minute and one visual aid

(viewgraph or other) to promote their poster.

6:00 — 7:00 Poster Presentations (Even numbered)

7:00 pm — 8:00 pm
Dinner: Kuakini Halau (Covered patio by pond)

8:00 pm — 9:00 pm
Post-graduates in the CfAO: What can the Center do for you?   Facilitated by Lisa
Hunter
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DAY 4: Saturday, April 21

Inquiry: Doris Ash and Barry Kluger-Bell

Free time until 11:30

11:30 am  — 12:00 pm Lunch: Dining Room

12:00-1:00
Setting the context for the next two days:  The role of inquiry and its role in education at
many levels.

Matching pedagogy to purpose
Asking which teaching technique is best is analogous to asking which tool is best, a
hammer, a screwdriver a knife or pliers. In teaching as in carpentry, the task is to match
the selection of tools to the task at hand and the material one is working with.  How
People Learn: Bridging research and practice. P. 18

Introduction of participants

1:00- 3:30
Three Kinds of Hands on Learning
Participants carry out a task such as making a tower of foam in three different ways:
as a guided activity ("follow this set of instructions"), a challenge activity ("who can
make the highest?"), and a more open-ended activity ("find out all you can about
foam "). They are asked to think about the characteristics of each, and how they might
fit particular learning purposes. This activity introduces the idea of a continuum of
inquiry.

4:00 — 6:00 Science Community  Posters: Pre-Function Area (lobby outside
conference room)

4:00 — 5:00 Posters #1-10 

5:30 — 6:00 Posters #11-20

6:00 — 6:30
Discussion of Science Community Posters: Conference Room

6:30
Dinner: Kuakini Halau (covered patio by pond)
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DAY 5: Sunday, April 22

Inquiry: Doris Ash and Barry Kluger-Bell

8:00 - 9:00
Learning and Teaching
How People Learn: Bridging Research and practice summary (in Conference Binder,
read in advance). Small group discussion of teaching and learning.

9:00-10:30
Inquiry experience
People will have a direct personal experience with inquiry using the flying fish activity as
an exemplar. They experience starting points, raise questions, do investigations, report on
results and discuss content learning. From this they can generalize a structure for inquiry
than can be applied to other content areas.

See the Foundations book and the NISE article for a more complete definition of
inquiry and the professional development process used at the Institute for Inquiry

10:30-11:10
Inquiry starting points
The starting point for any science inquiry is the exploration of an intriguing material or
phenomenon.

11:10 - 12:00
Investigations

12:00 — 12:45 Lunch: Dining Room

12:45 — 1:30
Continue Investigations

1:30- 2:15
Share out findings

2:15 — 3:00
Synthesis
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DAY 5: Sunday, April 22

3:00 — 3:45
Reflection on the inquiry

3:45 — 4:15
Getting to content with inquiry using light and color as the example

4:15 - 5:00
Designing for inquiry
An overview of the design issues important to creating inquiry experiences for others,
including structure, starting points, questions, and facilitation of investigation and
discourse.

5:00 — 5:30
Final Remarks, Poster Award

5:30 Luau: Royal Garden
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Appendix B

Participant Responses to Graffiti Needs Assessment Prompts at Conference
Beginning

My experience in inquiry based teaching is
-none
-?
-what?
-none
-What’s inquiry based teaching?
- ..thinking I better figure out what it means before COSMOS starts!!
-{0}
-hmm .I know I’ve heard of that!
-Limited
-Some exposure as a TA
-hmm ..good question
-?
-um ..
-lacking

My connection to educational research is
-Having crappy teachers
-ditto
- that I can’t think of non-educational research
-teaching + advisory Grad. Students
-Haphazard at best
-Not as good as it should be
-don’t know
-continuously give + take situation
-Well, I did have to make that poster
-Hoping I’ll be a good teacher some day
-Little, but I want to know more ..
-Feeling guilty for not reading / doing it more
-Hearing about it from relatives who are in the public education

"Integrating Research & Education" means
-S(research & education)dt
-Telling people what the hell we do
-Explaining my job to friends w/o them going glossy eyed
-Redefining what we mean by "education"
-Giving back to the community
-Using current research to vet the appetite of U.G. + Grad. Student to dream dreams
-Being able to explain to people why our research is so exciting and to make them feel
some excitement too.
-to realize that we were the products of integrating research & education
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-Making the sharing of ideas as natural as the discovery of them.
-Getting others as excited about it as I am
-Doing research about education about research
-Telling the scientists how to communicate + telling the educators how research is done
-I like that. I agree.

My dreams for a career in science include
- ..getting paid for it .
-discovering life on other planets
-leaving while I’m still vertical
-contributing something worthwhile
-learn, learn, learn, teach, learn some more
-to keep working on things that seem cool
-to always get to do something new to me
-going back to Greece & starting my center!
-Finding my own path
-becoming a Professor
-being an astronaut
-being on the forefront of technology and creating new technology
-educating & interacting w/people of many different backgrounds
-teaching undergrads + continued research
-obtaining a degree
-meeting an astronaut
-learning marine science when I retire

My continuation in science is the result of ..
-stubbornis
-Yeah!
-I second this!
-interest
-fate
-fate in the future generation
- .trips like this to Hawaii no kidding!
-Nothing better to do?
-Love
-not wanting to enter the real world
-searching for the truth!
-I like learning new things
-frequent flyer miles
-obtaining a degree
-support, continued fascination + the money to continue.
-enjoyment of the challenge.
-Methamphetamines
-compulsiveness + love
-living
-20% staus
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50% idealism
20% inertia
10% misc
- feeling useful

I first became interested in science when ..
-I saw "cosmos" on TV
-When I read cosmos (Carl Sagan Rules)
-3-2-1 Contact
-high school physics class
-I was in High School
-I was too young to remember now
- I failed my spelling tests
-experience in research
-I saw my first space shuttle launch on TV
-I took physics in community college ( I always liked engineering)
-I caught my first lizard poor lizard
-I wrote a paper on illness I had
-I was 8 and got a telescope for Christmas
-I was in college
-My 7th grade teacher brought us snakes to observe
-Probably grade school, though I couldn’t know much about it.
-there is no other better choice

The major benefit the CfAO gives me is ..
-sharing ideas
-an exciting Ph.D. project
-this
-yep, me too
-interaciton w/collegues
-a life:
-meet friends
-meeting other grad students and learning a lot more about technical AO details and it
funds my research
-to get some valuable information of AO techniques
-community, dammit!
-interaction with young + experienced minds
-a t-shirt
-a chance to be innovative
-a new experience
-a feeling of being part of something bigger
-travel a bit
-a chance to learn @ CfAO + inquiry model

My time here will be well spent if .
-I learn something cool
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-I interact, relax, and learn more about CfAO
-I get to swim and learn something
-I can learn anything that I don’t know and have fun!
-Learn, relax and have fun
-Learn to surf
-fishing
-relax and snorkel!
-seeing around
-I learn something about planning lessons + go swimming a lot
-I return and feel like it’s taught me something new.
-I learn how to design COSMOS course material
-Participants have fun but also learn more about each others research + interests
-We learn more about how to do rise work
-I learn something that helps me connect with one more student
-I engage myself fully
-My curiosity about science + my interest in research are renewed

As I was coming to this conference I thought
-I’m tired
-me too
-Hawaii!
-COFFEE
-What am I doing?
-Perfect timing!!
-Fun!
-What I’m going to do!?!?
-Finally
-Now I’ll learn about what’s going to happen
-No snow!
-return home
-Did I bring everything
-vacation!
-I could have been more prepared
-Who ever said grad school sucks?!?
-Woohoo!
-I’m so glad we’re finally leaving
-Wow, Hawaii I’m not tense, stressed about observing
-This career choice rocks .

My connection to the CfAO is .
- ..loose
- ..new
- ...remote
-management
-the source of funding for my research
-ditto
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-thin
-important!
-new & important
-Novel
-long lasting
-remote sensing
-pretty solid
-a source of contention
-just beginning
-ditto
-tenuous in an administrative sense but strong thesis-wise
-My every waking minute (and some sleeping)

My role here is ..
-Jester
-to learn
-To help people learn of + understand CfAO
-To participate with enthusiasm!
-To meet other CfAO students
-To communicate with others
-to learn, expand & drink
-Interact and enjoy
-jumping into the pool
-to learn + plan stuff
-to learn about inquiry based learning.
-meet people & learn w/friends around us
-to shift some paradigms + (in the best of all possible outcomes)
-to change my ways of thinking about teaching
-to gain a new valuable experience
-discover & document
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Appendix C

Center for Adaptive Optics
April 18-23, 2001, Kona Hawaii

Participant Post-Conference Survey Feedback

Quantitative Data

                                                                                                  Percentage of Respondents
Overall Reactions to the Conference Mean

&
SD

Strongly
Agree

(5) (4) (3) (2)

Strongly
Disagree

(1)

The conference met my
expectations.

4.26
(.96)

52% 30% 9% 9% 0%

The conference was a good use of
my time.

4.35
(.98)

60% 22% 9% 9% 0%

The goals of the conference were
met.

4.22
(.90)

48% 30% 17% 5% 0%

I would recommend this conference
to others.

4.45
(.89)

57% 26% 13% 4% 0%

Note: 23 total respondents

                Percentage of Respondents
Perceptions to the Usefulness of

Sessions/Experiences
Mean

&
SD

Very
Useful

(5)  (4) (3)  (2)

Not
Useful

(1)

Tour of Mauna Kea 4.46
(.74)

55% 41% 0% 4% 0%

Friday Pre-poster Session 4.00
(.88)

26% 52% 13% 9% 0%

Technical Posters 3.79
(.74)

17% 43% 40% 0% 0%

Science Community Posters 4.65
(.57)

70% 26% 4% 0% 0%

Foam/3 Kinds of Inquiry 4.40
(.78)

52% 39% 4% 5% 0%

How People Learn Discussion 4.17
(1.11)

57% 17% 13% 13% 0%

Flying Fish Inquiry Experience 3.40
(1.26)

23% 32% 14% 27% 4%

Light & Color Slide Show 3.17
(1.07)

13% 22% 40% 22% 3%

Design Discussion 4.16
(.90)

42% 37% 16% 5% 0%

Note: 23 total respondents
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Qualitative Data

•  Perceptions of the usefulness of sessions (based on 16 responses).

Overall, students gave very different responses for their perception of the
usefulness of the sessions.

Below is a list of individual responses given by participants:

                        Excellent activities (2)
Networking (2)
Needed formal feedback on tech-posters (2)
Light and color slide show
Three inquiry expectations were useful
Sessions f-g were useful
Sessions a and b were not useful
Sunday agenda was too long
More of an astronomy focus needed
Too much of a math focus
Presenting tech-posters are not a good use of time
Wanted more time to teach
So much time at conference and no end product to show for it

I gained a tremendous amount of insight and positive feedback from Rigaunt.
This stuff will definitely be needed for Cosmos!

•  How participants anticipate applying what they learned at the conference (based on
24  responses):

38% Integrate skills into teaching (e.g., developing lesson plans)
21% Plan for COSMOS activities
17% Develop outreach projects with new ideas learned

I worry about using inquiry in TAing since we don t see the material issued in the
courses.

Faculty attitudes do not sufficiently support teaching efforts.

•  Perceptions of supports and barriers in application:

Supports (5 responses) Barriers (Based on 24 responses)
Lisa Hunter 33% Time constraints
Travel grants 25% The university system itself (e.g., Faculty, workload)
Other grad. students 21% Unsupportive advisors (e.g., reluctant or competitive)
CFAO 17% Money
Knowledge gained
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•  Did participants start new collaborations at the conference? (based on 21
responses):

71% YES

Great to have sessions with only grads and post docs. I can t express how grateful I am
to have the opportunity to meet, work and become GREAT friends with people in a

community I might never have interacted with if not for the CFAO! Whish I had on or two
more days of free time- part of our bonding process is working together, but an important
part is talking outside of the conference to learn more about everyone other than the field

they work in. I love this opportunity to learn, engage, and interact!
 Must do it again!

•  Final comments (based on 32 responses):

41% Overall, enjoyed the great learning experience
19% Benefited greatly from networking with other grad student/post docs
16% Great location
13% Conference was a source of inspiration and renewed energy
13% More free time to explore the location and interact with other

participants
6%   More training on application was needed
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Appendix D

Student Perceptions of Supports Needed for Science Career and
How CfAO Can Provide Them

Process: After Lisa s introduction to the task, students divided into four groups and
brainstormed what they need to support their science careers and how CfAO can provide
those supports. A member of each group reported out their ideas, which are content
analyzed below.

Students  Ideas:
o Managing relationships with faculty

§ This information should go to advisors (3 groups)
§ Flexibility to work with different people on different campuses.

Dual degree?
§ Flexibility to work on projects more than one year without having

to propose again
§ Flexibility to do work advisors don t value (e.g. education)
§ Immediate feedback/rewards from advisors

o Developing relationships with other students
§ Develop chat rooms / other web opportunities for communication

(calendar, links to personal website); (3 groups)
§ Continue conferences (2 groups)
§ Continued CfAO involvement for alumni

o Developing skills
§ For summer school, include team problems, specialized skills that

help students compete; advanced inquiry-based learning (2
groups); more activities and fewer lectures; graduate students
giving lectures.

§ Put a bank of teaching overheads / lessons on a website (2 groups)
§ How to collaborate (2 groups): have AO folks teach their basics

and astronomy folks teach their basics
§ Mini-grants. Have these rolling grants, available throughout the

year, non-bureaucratic, consider requiring them
§ Develop teleconference courses re adaptive optics, inquiry-based

teaching
§ Provide AO systems and engineering drawings; code/software

programs
§ How to set up videoconferences
§ 1-week course in how people learn physics
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Appendix E: Potential Follow-up Projects and Conference Topics

Potential Follow-up Projects
•  If in Hawaii next time, do tour of cultural significance of the mountains to

Hawaiians
•  Public and students provided more access to technology information in Hawaii

and other places?
•  Video teleconference brown bags — content from collaborations
•  Resources requested by students

o Lesson plans for HS visits: AO, astronomy (Lisa s concern that single
visits are of limited value)

o Have Optics road show for elementary and middle school; possible way of
recruiting for longer-term projects. Need something to take parents

o How to help HS students see physics as a potential career for them?
o Recommendations re classroom visits: repeated, with long-term

relationships with teachers. Tell story of own career path
o Involve industrial partners with classroom visits
o URLs and references from Doris Ash: The science of learning: Journal of

Science Learning; Talk Science Jay Linke; Action Talk Text, Gordon
Wells

Interesting Conversations, Suggesting Potential Future Conference Topics
•  Standards for science: how can we measure creativity in science? If we

measure/evaluate science, will this narrow attention too much, reducing
creativity?

•  Career paths. A postdoc had changed his research focus to work alone (fusion to
optics) so he had more control of the process (when, how). How do you decide
when to leave out data from your analysis?

•  Integration of vision science and astronomy — very valued by AO folks.
Astronomers build the equipment they need.

•  Other possible disciplinary integration opportunities:
o Cultural anthropology — briding science and native Hawaiians. More likely

to embrace technology if scientists understand culture, if locals improve
economically, spiritually. Need more respectful use of Mauna Kea.

o I/O psychology — industry analysis
o Economics — econometric analyses of value of interdisciplinary work
o History; Art (community messages); science writing at UCSC

•  Standards and high-stakes testing make it difficulty for teachers to be motivated to
spend time with physics, etc. we are not included in standards

•  Therefore informal education alliances might be a good educational strategy
(Noah s work with Boys/Girls Club; Doris with Girls Inc.)

•  Leadership development. Possibly have future presentations that are specifically
related to leadership skills: self-management (presentation skills, accent
reduction), team management (planning, group facilitation), information
management (science, science education (use of analogies and humor))
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•  Noah encourages us to think about the process of education with the same rigor as
we think about research in content. Physics education research as a discipline
(journals?). Lillian McDermott at U Washington replaced labs with conceptually-
based content. Arnold Arents (potential presenter? Grandfather of physics
education research)

•  TIMSS study: depth vs breadth in science education. Different assessment
strategies?

•  From Morris
o Industry model. What s the value of $4billion investment in this program?

(but industry s overfocused on short-term, bottom line results)
o Invitation to students to think of themselves as entrepreneurs, needing to

both compete and collaborate. NSF investing in people, ideas, tools.
o Changing world: demos, technology, globalization of science. Technology

and education. On-line courses.
o Rethinking the Ph.D. Are there too many Ph.D.s? Only 1 in 8 are going

into academics. These astronomy Ph.D.s get to be 35 before they know if
they ll be doing professorial work. People shifting research areas after
they learn about the realities. Any way to learn sooner?

o Leaders in business think Ph.D. grads need team-playing skills; research
interests connected to real-world problems

o New mandate to work in the national interest: economy, health, defense.
CfaO has clear health implications. What about economy and defense?

o NSF is looking for creativity and innovation. Who s doing research about
creativity in science and industry?


